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A Clough-Tocher Type Element

Useful for Fourth Order Problems

Over Nonpolygonal Domains*

By Lois Mansfield**

Abstract.   A new macro-element useful for finite element approximations to fourth

order elliptic problems with curved boundaries is presented.   An error analysis is given
2

which shows that these elements achieve 0(h ) accuracy in energy.

1.  Introduction.   The purpose of this note is to present a new macro-element

useful for finite element approximations to fourth order elliptic problems with curved

boundaries.   Let D be a closed bounded region of the plane with curved boundary T.

Let r be a triangulation of D with triangles with at most one curved side along the

boundary.

For second order problems a very successful technique for handling curved

boundaries is the use of isoparametric transformations.  The exact boundary r of D

is replaced by a piecewise polynomial curve rh and the finite elements are required

to satisfy the essential boundary condition u = 0 on the approximate boundary.   On

each curved triangle T the finite elements are transforms back to T of polynomial

elements on the standard triangle 7^.  The same class of polynomials are used as

finite elements on Ts as are used in defining the mapping from 7^ to T.  Isoparametric

elements, however, cannot be used in a conforming finite element method for fourth

order problems because one cannot construct a Cx -coordinate transformation which

maps curved triangles onto straight ones.  In [7], Zlámal proposes and analyzes a

similar procedure but separates the coordinate transformation from the definition of

the finite elements.

In our procedure we also separate the coordinate transformation from the

definition of the finite elements.  We shall assume that twelve parameter Clough-

Tocher cubic macro-elements introduced in [5] are used on interior triangles.  We

shall use a quadratic polynomial coordinate transformation which means that Vh will

be a piecewise quadratic polynomial approximation to the exact boundary T. Although

the coordinate transformation is only a C°-transformation so that normal derivatives

are not preserved, normal derivatives on the edges of the standard triangle can be ex-

pressed as easily computed polynomial combinations of tangential and normal deriva-
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tives on the edges of the curved triangle.   For a quadratic polynomial coordinate

transformation and Clough and Tocher elements on interior triangles (which imply

that tangential and normal derivatives on the straight edges of curved triangles are

quadratic polynomials), these combinations will be cubic polynomials.

Thus, in order to obtain Cx-finite elements on curved triangles in the region

Dn with boundary Fh we must use a Cx-element in 7^ which has cubic polynomial

values and normal derivatives in the edges of 7^, and choose the defining parameters

so that the normal derivatives along edges match the above-mentioned cubic poly-

nomial combinations of tangential and normal derivatives on the straight-sided edges

of the curved triangles.  An appropriate rational element was constructed in [2] and

applied to curved boundaries in fourth order problems in [6].

In this note we construct a new piecewise polynomial macro-element which also

has cubic polynomial values and normal derivatives on the edges of 7^.  This element

is defined in the next section.  In Section 3 we provide a mathematical analysis which

shows that our procedure achieves 0(ft2) accuracy in energy, i.e. has the same

accuracy as Clough-Tocher elements on polygonal domains.

2.  Construction of New Macro-Element.   On any triangle T, the set TC(T) of

tricubic polynomials (see [1]) is the set of all polynomials which are cubic along all

parallels to the three edges.  If T has edges X¡ = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, the set of tricubic

polynomials on T consists of all cubic polynomials plus linear combinations of two

of the quartic polynomials XfX¡+x + X2X2+X, i = 0, 1,2.  (Here and below all sub-

scripts will be counted mod (3).)  Let T be the macro triangle of Figure 1 with

vertices Pf ,i = 0,1,2, and center of gravity G.

Figure 1

Let p¡   = 0 be the equation of the edge opposite P. in the triangle Tt, normalized

so that n,jiP,)= 1.

Let ?(T) = {pE CX(T): p\T. E TOTT), i = 0, 1, 2} .

Theorem  1. In any triangle T there exists a unique u E ViT) which has given

(i)  values and first partíais at each vertex P¡, /' = 0, 1,2,

(ii)  un and uTn at the midpoint of each edge X¡ = 0, where dldr denotes the

tangential derivative.

Proof. Let « be a Cx-piecewise tricubic polynomial with all the conditions (i)—

(ii) zero.   We show that u = 0.   On T¡, u = pi = X2q¡, where q¡ is a quadratic poly-
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nomial which is linear on Tt n Ti+X and T¡ n Ti+2.  Thus

where af is some constant and /,- is a linear polynomial.  If we normalize Xf = 0 so

that X,(G) = 1, / = 0, 1, 2, then X¡ = X¿+, on T¡ n fi+,, and p,- = pi+, on

r¿ n r/+, implies that ¿7,. = qi+, on 7",. n Fi+, which in turn implies that /,. = li+,

onr,nr/+1. onr,nr,+1

2AiV\«7/ - 2Xi+ x VX,.+ ,<7i+, + X2Vc7,. - X2+ x = 0

or equivalently

2V(A, - X/+ j >?,- + X,.(Ve?,- - V<?;+ ! ) = 0    on Tf f\ Ti+,.

Thus XA[Pi+2) = 0 implies that q£Pi+2) = ',(^,+2) = °> wnich together with /,- =

li+x on 7",. n r/+1 and a similar result on 7",- n r,+2 implies that I. = j3X(-, where

ß is some constant.  Thus, we have

(1) Vp, = a,X,\f+2VM,-,/+, + 3(3X2VX,.    on 7",. n 7,.+,.

The continuity of the Vpf at G implies that j3 = 0.  At the midpoint of T¡ n T¡+ x,

\ = Vt-i = P-i 1+2 = ty+i 1+2 = ^-  Thus, from (1) we obtain the relations

aivXi+i = "i+iv'Mi+i,,-   Since 'Mí,í+i = - Vwí+1>í, it follows that

a0=-a1;     aj=-a2,     a2=-a0,

which is possible only if aQ = ax = a2 = 0.  This completes the proof.

We give a cardinal basis for PiTs) with respect to the interpolation conditions

of Theorem 1.   Let P0 = (0, 0), Px = (1, 0), P2 = (0, 1), and let M¡ be the mid-

point of X¡ = 0.  An element g E P(TS) can be expressed as

g = Z feWi+1   + S*W+4 + ̂ Wi+7>
1 = 0

+ ^(M2)01O +c?xy(Jlf2)0il +af*(M,)012 +c?x/M1)013

+ 0jx(Mo) +^(MO))014 + (gxx(M0)-gyy(M0))4>X5,

where

(¿>j = 3(1 - x - y)2 - 2(1 - x - y)3 + 3e, /2 + 3e2/2,

02 = 3x2 - 2x3 + 3ie0,

03 = 3y2 - 2y3 + 94e0,

04 =x(l -*-y)2 -%ex + Vie2 +8X,

05 =x3 -x2 + !4e0 -XA8X,

</>(, = *y2 - &«. -%e2-8x + Vi80,

07 =y(l -x-y)2 - %e2 + He, + 62,
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where

e,- =

08 = x2y - %e2 - 3Áex - 82 - lA80,

4>9=y3-y2 + Ke0 + H80,

010 =e2>

011 =S2'

012 = C1>

013 =51>

014 =-%e0,

015 = ^5o>

2   2      14   3       4
9 '' " 81X'' + 3****'+ ̂ '+ »    °n T<'

4,2        +.11,2      .. 4     2
gjA + 2  + 81 \+2^i+ 2,i+l       gj ^+2^1 + 2,1      0n 7/+2'

2 4    2 14.
81 ,+ 1     81^'+lAi'"+1'/ + 81

4  2 4   2 14  2
,\+1     o A+ iM,+1,, + — X,+ xpi+ x i+2     on Ti+,,

and

1   i !   i 2N 2 2
9X/^,i+2 - gWu + i - -^XiPi,i+2Pi,i+i + 3A/Aí,-,f+2M/>í+1    on 7,.,

1 2
~ g \+ 2^1 + 2 ,i+ 1  _ 3 \+ 2^1 + 2,/+ 1 ̂ i+ 2 ,i      0n ^1 + 2 '

I    2 2    2
9 A/+1^i+1,i + 3 Nt+1^i+1,•***+1,1 + 2    on '/+1 •

3.   Error Analysis.  In this section we show how the macro-element constructed

in the previous section can be used in the finite element method applied to fourth

order elliptic equations defined on nonpolygonal regions D of the plane, and we

analyze the error.  Throughout we take the boundary conditions to be the homo-

geneous Dirichlet conditions.

(2) u = un — 0    on T.

Let T be the curved triangle shown in Figure 2 with the curved side given by the

quadratic polynomial curve approximation to the curve T which interpolates Y at

Px, P2 and a point M0 between Px and P2.

The standard triangle Ts with vertices Q0 = (0, 0), Q, = (1, 0) and Q2 = (0, 1) is

mapped onto T by the mapping

(3) x = (1 - s - t)P0 + is - 2st)Px +it- 2st)P2 + 4stM0,

where x = (x, y).  Let E¡ be the edge opposite the vertex P¡ in T and let E¡ be the

edge opposite the vertex Q, in Ts.  We want to construct finite elements ^(s, t) whose
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Figure 2

transforms back to T defined by

*ix, y) = Vixis, t), yis, t)) = #(s, f)

match on the straight edges Ej and E2, given cubic polynomial values f¡ and given

quadratic polynomial normal derivatives g¡ which come from the use of Clough-Tocher

elements in interior triangles.  Throughout we define f2 and g2 by

f2is) = uixis, 0),yis, 0)),

g2(s) = ^(x(s,0),y(s,0))^ Ajc(s, 0), y(s, 0))-^,
dy ds

with similar definitions for f¡ and g. ,1 = 0, 1.  Thus f2 and g2 are the tangential and

normal derivative along E2 scaled by the length of E2 •  The normal derivative g¡ on

the edge E¡ of Ts under the mapping (3) is given by

(4) gi = Pifi + °iSi>

where for / = 1,2, the functions pf and o¡ are linear polynomials.  The functions p0

and o0 are rational functions but they do not actually enter into our computations

since we shall take f0 and g0 to be zero in order to match the homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary conditions.  We choose our finite elements ty(s, t) to be elements

of P (Ts) which have zero values and normal derivatives on E0 and which match given

cubic polynomial values f¡ = f¡ and the normal derivatives g¡ given by (4) on the

edges Ex and E2.

In the triangulation r, let ft be the length of the longest side and let a be the

smallest angle.  We assume that

(5) a > a0 > 0,

where a0 is an absolute constant not depending on ft.   It can be shown that under the

assumption (5)

(6) c,<^l,        lofKcv       ' = 0, 1,2,/ = 0,1,

where cx and c2 are absolute constants depending only on sin a0.

In order to show that our procedure for curved domains has the same order of

accuracy in the energy norm as the use of Clough-Tocher elements on polygonal do-
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mains, it is sufficient (see [6, Section 2] ) to show that for some vh in our finite

element space Sh C Hq(Dh)

(7) c-%W»><Äl'

where K is independent of ft, and u is the extension of the exact solution u to Dh

(in the case that Dn <t D).  On interior triangles we take vn to be the Clough-Tocher

interpolant analyzed in [3].  On curved triangles we take vh to be the interpolant
r**s r*u >**s

u j to u defined as follows.  Suppose u has values f. and normal derivatives g. on the

edges of J.  Let HCf= be the cubic polynomial interpolant to f- with respect to values

and tangential derivatives at the vertices, and let QUgi be the quadratic polynomial

interpolant to values of g- at the vertices and at M-.  We define u¡ to be the transform

under (3) of the element w/ of P\TS) which has cubic polynomial values f¡ = HCfj

and cubic polynomial normal derivatives g given by

gf = PiiHCfj)' + a} QUgj,       / = 0, 1, 2.

Note that HCf0 = QUgQ = 0 so that vn C //2(Í2).

Theorem 2. Let u E C4iT) and let u ¡ be the interpolant to u defined in the

preceding paragraph.   Then there exists a constant C independent of u and ft such

that

(8) I«-«/1*.-,! <Cft4-fcl£llI|,4>s.(7.).        0<Üfcl<2.

r^r /•+*/

Proof. Let e = u -u¡ and ê(s, t) = e(x(s, r), yis, t)).  By Theorem 2 of [6],

there exist constants independent of ft such that

Cxh2 <\J(s, t)\<C2h2,

where / is the Jacobian of the mapping (3).  In addition,

Dixis, t) = Oihli),       D*yis, t) = OQi^)      all /,

Disix, y) = OQTli'),       fftix, y) = 0(h~»),        1< lil< 2.

Thus

(9) \Dae(x, y)\ < Kh'k Z   lD"ê(s, t)\,        \cx\ = k.
1(3 Kfc

We write ê(s, r) as ê = û - vu + mi - ûT, where 7rtî is the unique element of P iTs)

which interpolates û with respect to the conditions of Theorem 1.  The method used

by Ciarlet in the error analysis in [3] can be applied directly (except for a change in

norm) to show that

(10) lzy»2(s, O-^OrÛX«. t)\<K\Û\4^J.s<K'h4\\u\\w4^J).

To complete the proof, we must show that

(11) \EPittu\s, 0-1*6,(1, f)l < Kh*\Q\\w^(jy

for some positive constant K.
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Note that Daûj and Daim, 0 < la I < 1, agree at the vertices of 7^ and on the

edge Ex.  Thus

D^nuis, t) - DPûjis, 0 = Z V^/fc f)>
i=i

where Fx, F2 are the cardinal functions associated with the linear functionals

duiR¡)/dn, where the R¡ are the midpoints of the edges Ex and E2 of 7^, and Fi+2,

i = 1,2, are the cardinal functions associated with the linear functionals

d2uiR¡)/dndr. Thus

a^p^Wim-iHCf^A)],

ai+2 = p'mtftW - iucfjm + Piiml'W - QKfilTM]

+ 0,04)[¿¡VA) - iQUgt)'M\,      i =1,2.

The functions D^F^s, t), 0 < Iß I < 2, can be uniformly bounded.  By the Peano

Kernel Theorem,

\fPÇA)-HÇfPM\<K  max   \fj4\s)\
SG[0,1]

<K\Ù\4<00!Ts<K'h4\u\^ooJt   /=1,2,

and

k'iQA) - iQUgi)'itt)\ < K  max \g¡3\s)\
iS|0,l]

<^ii.l4;0ori<rft4lc7l4;e0iT.

This combined with (6) establishes (11) and proves the theorem.

The bound (7) follows from Theorem 2.

Similarly to isoparametric elements for second order problems, numerical integra-

tion is required to evaluate the integrals involving partial derivatives.   The analysis

of [4, Chapter 11] and [7] cannot directly be extended to apply to our finite ele-

ments since we have not shown the convergence of any vESh to u in /77"(7'I) on

each subtriangle T¡ for m > 2.  The analysis of [6], however, can be applied to show

that 0(ft2) accuracy in energy is preserved if an integration rule exact for quintic

polynomials is used for each subtriangle of each curved triangle.  This is in contrast

to the fact that for equations with constant coefficients, such as the biharmonic

problem, a rule exact for quadratic polynomials is sufficient for subtriangles of in-

terior triangles.

One should expect greater accuracy to be required on curved triangles, however,

since finite elements associated with curved triangles are tricubic on each subtriangle

of 7^ rather than cubic and second partíais in x and y are transformed to a sum of

first and second partíais in x and t by the mapping (3), rather than a sum of second

partials alone.  This is in contrast to second order problems.
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